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Improving the consent flow for 
a health insurance chatbot



Project overview
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A major health insurer (“HealthCo”) is 
building a chatbot for customers to 
ask questions about their coverage

…and it uses Google Cloud APIs for storage and NLP

…and because of HIPAA, sending any of that data to Google Cloud 
requires special consent
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Usage scenario

• Dani hurts her ankle hiking, and a week later, it 
still hurts

• She decides she might need an x-ray, but she’s 
worried about how much it will cost

• She goes to the HealthCo website

• When she’s there, she sees the chatbot icon and 
figures she can ask the bot

• The bot presents her with a HIPAA authorization 
document that she has to read and agree to 
before asking a question

Photo from https://www.hippopx.com/en/adventure-girl-hike-hiking-landscape-logs-outdoors-369172 (CC 1.0)
Image from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ankle_Sprain.jpg (CC 4.0)
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At a glance, this might look simple

Users just have to look at a 
document

And then indicate that they agree to 
the document
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But informed consent is 
complex
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Reading these documents is hard and 
time-consuming

Users are told to make these 
choices about health data carefully

But regularly reading documents like 
this could add up to hundreds of 
hours per year
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The consent flow interrupts the primary 
task
In this healthcare context, the primary task 
may be especially urgent

So the interruption is inconvenient

And this may also create pressure that 
makes informed consent even more difficult 
to obtain
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It’s not as simple as “make it shorter”

Data is mixed on whether various 
types of simplified and shortened 
privacy policies help people to 
actually understand what they’re 
agreeing to

And due to legal requirements, 
there’s a limit to how user-friendly 
the text can ever be, in length or in 
style
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Phase 1: Remote user study / interview 
sessions

Phase 2: Crowdsourced survey

Study
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Phase 1: Remote user study / interview 
sessions

Phase 2: Crowdsourced survey

Study
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Research questions

● Where are the usability barriers?

● Do people understand that they are authorizing the release of data 
to a third party (Google Cloud)?

● Do people understand that their data is no longer protected by 
HIPAA when released to Google Cloud?

● How do people feel about the consent flow, both the UX and about 
what they are consenting to (or think they are consenting to)?
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User study sessions: tasks + interview 
questions
Users were given a scenario like the ankle injury example and asked 
to show us what they would do if they wanted to ask the chatbot a 
question (using an interactive XD prototype)

Also asked follow-up questions about usability impressions as well 
as understandings of and feelings about what they agreed to

Three rounds: iterated on the prototype each time based on our 
observations
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Participants

Six per round

Recruited from the Pittsburgh area on Craigslist

Purposive sampling for diversity in demographics and tech 
expertise
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Changes from Round 1 to Round 2

Everything in one modal window

Only one path through: everyone sees summary, then HIPAA 
Authorization

Improvements to readability: simpler language, section titles

Ensure that HIPAA Authorization covers elements of HHS 
Model Privacy Notice
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Changes from Round 2 to Round 3

“Powered by Google Cloud” in initial window

Remove additional step of viewing “summary”

Incorporate summary text aspects into HIPAA Authorization 
doc

Summary sentences at the top focusing on:
● Data being shared with Google Cloud
● Data not subject to HIPAA when shared with GC
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Analysis

Two-part qualitative coding:
• Empirical observations of user interactions at 

each step of the task
• Thematic analysis of understandings, attitudes
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Many of the UI findings are unsurprising

Round 1: HealthCo’s initial prototype, which involved opening 
the PDF in a separate tab and then returning to the main tab, 
was difficult for some users

Round 2: Simplifying the flow helped, but users often disliked 
having to view two documents

Round 3: No major usability problems noted
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Thematic analysis suggests that even when the 
usability is better, the understanding may not be

Unsurprisingly, most people don’t read

“it’s just standard” / “they’re just trying to protect themselves from 
being sued” (for what?)

The word “HIPAA” alone gives people a false sense of security

Especially concerning: many people believe the opposite of what 
is true, thinking that the document is informing them that data 
cannot be shared with third parties
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Phase 1: Remote user study / interview 
sessions

Phase 2: Crowdsourced survey

Study
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We surveyed >1000 people

Crowdsourced on Prolific, U.S. only due to the HIPAA aspect 

Sample skewed young and educated but had a range of ages, 
and most were not experts in tech, healthcare, or law

Task:
• Scenario / chatbot task, using 1 of 4 prototypes
• Follow-up usability and understanding and attitude 

questions
• Review text carefully
• Repeat understanding questions and attitude questions
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We had participants interact with the three existing 
survey prototypes plus one more variation

Between-subjects design, four conditions:
• Prototype 1

• Prototype 2

• Prototype 3

• Prototype 4: P3 minus prominent mentions of “HIPAA”
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We wanted to test whether our qualitative intuitions 
about the prototypes were quantitatively supported

Did our final prototypes (P3 and P4) perform better on 
usability and willingness-to-use metrics?

Did our final prototypes (P3 and P4) help participants 
understand that Google Cloud would receive data?

Did the removal of the word “HIPAA” from P4 help participants 
understand that data sent to Google Cloud is not covered 
under HIPAA?
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Background:
How much do people read?
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Participants most commonly reported that 
they skimmed the consent document(s)

Participants reported 
similar behavior when 
asked what they 
usually did in real life 
when presented with 
healthcare legal 
documents.
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Background: What do people 
know about HIPAA?
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Most people vastly overestimated the power 
of HIPAA to prevent disclosure
“What is HIPAA?” (multiple-choice)
● 22%: regulates how healthcare data can be shared
● 68%: prevents anyone or any company from sharing healthcare info
● 10%: other wrong answers

“If HIPAA defines a piece of info as Protected Health Information, what 
does that mean?” (multiple-choice)
● 25%: healthcare provider can only share with other person or org with 

permission
● 62%: no person or company can share without patient’s permission
● 14%: other wrong answers
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Ease of use
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3 is significantly easier than 1. 
The other differences are not 
statistically significant.
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Sufficient information
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Willingness to use chatbot
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Privacy confidence
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Knowledge:

Will Google Cloud get copies of 
data from the chatbot?

(Correct answer: yes)
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Knowledge:

Is data from the chatbot always 
subject to HIPAA?

(Correct answer: no)
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Results: Usability metrics were good overall. 
Understanding was poor before text review and 
much better after text review
Usability metrics are good overall, especially for P3

Understanding metrics before text review:
● Data not subject to HIPAA: Most didn’t understand.
● Google Cloud receiving data: More than half answered incorrectly.

Understanding metrics after text review:
● Data not subject to HIPAA: The majority who saw P2, P3, and P4 answered correctly. 

P1 gains were more marginal.
● Google Cloud receiving data: 77% answered correctly. No difference between 

conditions.
● People were more concerned about privacy and less willing to use the chatbot.
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Qualitative analysis of 
survey data
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We asked a number of free response questions

Usability: What would they change, and what was hard or 
easy about the process

Privacy attitudes: What made them feel comfortable or not 
comfortable?

Understandings: E.g., what does it mean for data to be “not 
subject to HIPAA”
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Before reviewing the text again, some participants 
were confident about the privacy of their chatbot 
data due to assuming it was protected by HIPAA.
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Qualitative data indicates a lot of 
confusion about the role of HIPAA



And there’s tension between 
understanding additional risk and 
overestimating that risk
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After reviewing the text, when asked what it meant 
for data to not be subject to HIPAA, at least a third 
of participants essentially concluded that Google 
Cloud could do anything it wanted with the data



Final takeaways
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Simplifying the flow and wording can help to:
○ improve user experience
○ improve comprehension of main points when people read the 

content
But most people still won’t read.

People don't understand what it means for data to be subject or 
not subject to HIPAA.

Some people do not distinguish Google Cloud from other Google 
services in terms of data practices.
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